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This is the last editorial that I shall be
signing as President of EuroDéfense-France,
since my term of office will officially expire at
this year’s forthcoming Annual General
Meeting. I am sure you will understand,
therefore, why this message will have a
slightly more personal flavour.
The five years of my presidency have seen
several changes in the European Union,
especially with regard to defence. The global
common security and defence policy, clearly
targeting European strategic autonomy,
presented by Federica Mogherini to the EU
Council on 28 June 2016, days after the UK
referendum culminating in its decision to leave
the European Union, paved the way for new
initiatives by eliminating some of the barriers
that had long precluded progress over
defence. The aggressiveness and, to say the
l e a s t , u n p r e d i c t a b i l i t y o f t h e Tr u m p
administration subsequently prompted
Europe’s leaders to agree on a certain number
of specific actions to bolster the security of
Europe and its citizens.
As an illustration, let me simply quote three
of the many initiatives that have occurred over
this period, since these are symbolic of further
developments ahead. The first is the Military
Planning and Conduct Capability (MPCC)
established in June 2017 to spearhead EU
missions, a structure for a while delayed by
the UK. Although it may not yet be in a position
to conduct all EU military operations, this
structure is gradually taking shape. The
second is the Permanent Structured
Cooperation (PESCO) that first came into
being at the end of 2017, a form of
cooperation that may have existed on paper
since the Lisbon Treaty but which Member
States had previously not applied. Under this
highly “inclusive” PESCO, 24 Member States
undertook to reinforce their cooperation,
principally in capability terms. The third and
last initiative I shall mention was launched by

the European Commission and was that of
creating the European Defence Fund (EDF).
This obtained its final seal of approval under
the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF)
for 2021-2027 following a preliminary version,
the European Defence Industrial Programme
(EDIDP), in 2019-2020. With the EDF, the
European Union is able, for the first time, to
provide funding for defence-related research
and development activities. If it is properly
used, it will have major impact on arms
procurement cooperation and development of
an industrial defence base in Europe.
EuroDéfense-France has drafted a large
number of texts and has done its utmost vis-àvis the national and European authorities to
ensure the success of these initiatives and to
raise public awareness of the complex issues
underlying European defence. We can fairly
say that, at our modest level, we have
contributed to the progress achieved, even
though there may still be some way to go
before we reach the stage of a “strong,
sovereign, united and democratic Europe” to
paraphrase Emmanuel Macron’s words in his
speech at the Sorbonne on 26 September
2017.
I should like to thank all the members of
the EuroDéfense-France team with whom I
have worked over these last five humanly and
intellectually stimulating years. My only regret
is that the COVID 19 pandemic has stopped
us from being able to meet and enjoy the
friendly exchanges of earlier years. Finally, I
should like to wish every success to the
incoming President to be appointed at the
forthcoming AGM.

Patrick Bellouard
Major General (Armament Corps, retired),

President of EuroDéfense-France
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interview

Françoise Grossetête has a
degree in public law and
political science. She was an
elected member of the city
council of Saint-Etienne from
1983 to 2008, before
becoming president of the
Pilat Regional Natural Park
(1989-2008) and Regional
councillor for the Rhône-Alpes
region, where she led the
opposition group between
2010 and 2014.
From 1994 to 2019 she was a
member of the European
Parliament (Les Républicains,
European People’s Party). As a member of the
“Environment, Public Health and Food Safety” and “Industry,
Research and Energy” Committees, her influence as
regards to health and industrial policies is particularly
worthy of mention. Regularly ranked among the most
conscientious members of the European Parliament, she
was elected Vice President of the European People’s Party
(EPP) group, first between 1999 and 2007, then again in
2014.
Born in Lyon, Françoise Grossetête is married with three
children and lives in Saint-Etienne.
Elected offices
- Municipal councillor of Saint-Etienne (1983-1995)
- Deputy Mayor of Saint-Etienne (1995-2008)
- President of Pilat Regional Natural Park (1989-2008)
- Regional councillor for the Rhône-Alpes region
(1986-1998 and 2010-2015)
- Member of the European Parliament from 1994 to 2019
- Vice President of the European People’s Party group
(EPP) from 1999 to 2009, and from 2014 to 2019.
She joined EuroDéfense-France and became a member of
its Bureau in 2020.

A reflective interview
EDFR: You were a key figure in the development of the
European Defence Fund. Do you think being a woman helped
you to drive this project forward? If so, to what extent?
FG: It was a great honour to be chosen to be rapporteur for
the European Defence Fund. For this, it was necessary for the
European People’s Party (EPP) to volunteer to take charge of
this project, which was relatively easy since, for various
reasons, the other groups were not interested.

Since the European Parliament Committee on Industry,
Research and Energy (ITRE) was ultimately in charge,
competition among EPP members over the choice of a
rapporteur was fierce between candidates from Germany, Italy,
Poland, France, etc.
At the time, I was Vice President of the EPP, and was in charge
of the Working Group involving members from the ECON,
ENVI, ITRE, IMCO, TRAN and Social Affairs committees.
If I was chosen as rapporteur, it was certainly not because I am
a woman, but rather because of my years of experience
fulfilling a variety of public functions, my parliamentary activities
and negotiations in both the European Parliament and the
Council.
One thing that needs to be understood is that, in the EPP, no
decision can be made without the consent of the German
MEPs, whose influence is substantial.
Jean-Claude Juncker, the then President of the European
Commission, wanted to act quickly, to take advantage of a
favourable political context to obtain approval for this Fund and
include it in the 2019-2020 budget. This doubtless explains why
my German colleagues accepted my application. The fact that I
am French was probably a further reason. France being the
EU’s only post Brexit major military power, and Germany being
ill at ease with Defence and Security issues, they clearly saw
the many advantages of appointing me rapporteur.
EDFR: You were initially in charge of the health sector. Would it
be fair to say that health is a more fitting area of responsibility
for a woman than defence?
FG: When I first became a member of the European Parliament
in 1994, my priority was to enrol in the ENVI committee
(environment and health), since my work as a local and
regional councillor had given me experience of working on
environmental issues, and from 2000 onwards, had allowed me
to develop my familiarity with health issues. There were also
obvious links with industrial and research policies, which
enabled all these issues to be addressed as a whole. This is
why I decided to work in the ITRE committee.
In practice, few of the MEPs on the ENVI committee were
interested in the health sector, with some exceptions: people
involved for former professional reasons and others more
aware of the issues affecting the daily lives of our citizens that
bring Europe closer to them. It is true that women have played
a key role in discussions on health issues. That said, the
current Covid-19 pandemic will undoubtedly reshuffle the cards
and redistribute the roles.
EDFR: Did you come up against substantial resistance in
obtaining approval for European Defence Fund project? In your
experience in the European institutions, are there European
countries where women in charge of defence projects face
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to vote for them and how they can keep their supporters on
side. To achieve this, as I said, you need to be humble and
determined. At the plenary vote in Strasbourg for the European
Defence Fund, my priority was to counteract the influence of
representatives of American, and therefore transatlantic
interests, who were desperately keen to prevent approval of
the agreement reached with the Council.

FG: There is no distinction between genders in the European
Parliament. The only difference between male or female
members of Parliament lies in the quality of their work. This is
something I was delighted to discover when I first went to
Strasbourg and Brussels: only work matters, regardless of your
former titles or responsibilities. Gaining the recognition of your
peers can only be achieved through commitment to work and
assumption of responsibility in Parliament. This is a very
healthy attitude, specific to Europe, in spite of a lasting mistrust
of women politicians in some countries. The European
Parliament is definitely more open to counting woman among
the decision-makers than other national parliamentary
assemblies. Yet very few women have succeeded in becoming
president of one of the major political groups, let alone of
Parliament itself. Simone Veil and Nicole Fontaine’s
presidencies date back to 1979 and 1999 respectively.

The EU has often been criticised for being the Europe of
compromises. Making decisions as a group of 27 is only
possible if individual interests can be overcome and the
common interest given priority. This can only occur through
consensus. European negotiation can only be successful when
it is transparent, and when there is a climate of trust.
EDFR: Concerning the Franco-German agreement: In Europe,
unanimous compromise is always the target. Nevertheless, the
Franco-German “duo” remains the pillar of the European
project. In your opinion, is that past history or still true? Is the
Franco-German agreement on exiting the health and economic
crisis more federal in nature? Does the big step forward in the
Franco-German agreement herald new dynamism, a new move
towards more Europe?

By contrast, while I came across no such reluctance during the
European Defence Fund adoption process, I made sure when I
was appointed rapporteur that I would not be defined by my
nationality. From the start, I was conscious of the risks of being
criticised for favouring French, or even Franco-German
interests.

FG: Europe cannot make progress without French-German
agreement. That is a given. Those two major Member States
must be proactive in making proposals to the Council to spark
debate and move Europe forward. Therefore, they must
convince their other partners. President Macron, who is the
man behind the recovery plan suggested by France and
Germany, visited the European capitals to justify this plan.
Certain of its aspects, such as the idea of pooling European
borrowing capabilities, represent a form of “federal leap”. But
common borrowings raise the recurring question of EU
governance. The agreement reached after 4 days of difficult
negotiations in Brussels is a first in European history. The 27
member states admitted that “the Covid-19 crisis” represented
a “challenge of historic proportions” for Europe. Their highly
innovative response is unprecedented. The 27 countries broke
a seemingly solid taboo by agreeing to join forces in raising
loans. It would therefore be only logical under these
circumstances for the EU to establish its own system of
taxation. This would be a major reform. However, the last
European summit clearly highlighted the role played by the
Council, whereas the European Parliament kept its distance in
relation to the recovery plan, and the European Commission a
low profile. The European Parliament will therefore have to
ensure that this plan, over which it has little control, does not
have a negative effect on funding for such things as Research
and Defence.

In fact, being a woman was not so much a drawback as an
advantage: the only way to be respected as rapporteur is by
making transparency and responsiveness a priority. Not being
at the outset a specialist in defence but rather in industry
probably helped me to avoid the stereotypes often existing in
the minds of some male MEPs. My authority as Vice-President
of the largest political group helped me when negotiating, first
within the EPP, then in Parliament - the final goal being to attain
the strongest majority possible in the plenary vote in
Strasbourg.
I also benefited from the European Commission’s full support,
through Commissioner Bienkowska and her teams, as well as
the trust of the French Permanent Representatives.
EDFR: Negotiation is at the heart of European politics - what
is the role of negotiation in European politics? Is there such a
thing as a European approach to negotiations? What is the key
to successful European negotiations?
FG: No one political group has an absolute majority in the
European Parliament. Rapporteurs first need to convince their
own political group, in which opinions can vary depending on
the national interests at play. Then, they have to find allies in
other political groups to arrive at the said majority. This is done
through negotiation and requires creating relations between
MEPs, bearing in mind that nothing can ever be taken as read,
since lobbyists can easily exert an influence on MEPs and
upset the fragile majority at the eleventh hour. From this point
of view, you could say that there is a European approach to
negotiations. Rapporteurs have to know who they can count on

It is perhaps true to say that the Franco-German agreement
on the recovery plan is somewhat federal in nature, even
though Europe remains all too often just an amalgam of
separate nation states. Only time will tell if this trend towards a
more Europe-oriented dynamic will truly materialise or be just a
flash in the pan.
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all threats to the data and strategic activities of European
institutions and economic players. The latter are forced to
submit to export controls or extraterritorial laws that jeopardise
the security of our vital systems, our sensitive data and the
peace of mind of our citizens.
Collection of citizens’ personal data and corporate
espionage
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the
Directive on Network and Information System (NIS) security of
6 July 2016 represent a significant and indisputable legal step
towards resolving the problems of data confidentiality and the
confidentiality of certain critical national infrastructures. The two
have clearly caught the attention of political players and
information industries outside Europe.

European digital sovereignty, control over
sensitive data and cyber security are first and
foremost a question of political determination
Threats to European sovereignty extend over four levels:
Information operations (“information ops”1) against
democratic and European values
Europe is open and transparent since freedom of
expression is protected by Article 10 of the European
Convention on Human Rights. This puts those using Big Data2
technologies and social networks at an advantage if they are
seeking to destabilise our institutions by means of subversion
and disinformation. There are plenty of examples of large-scale
manipulation or information wars: the “Cambridge Analytica”
scandal during the American elections is just one revealing
example of a phenomenon that could also occur in France.
Cyber threats against infrastructure and strategic
activities
Foreign IT tools, whether software (OS, IaaS, PaaS, SaaS3)
or terminals (smartphones, PCs) are widely distributed across
the entire European Union, particularly in administrations,
government agencies and vital infrastructure. They are largely
controlled by multinational or foreign digital empires, which are
generally not best known for their transparency. Some are
notoriously involved in destabilisation and espionage activities,

The GDPR has even become a medium for profound
cultural changes within organisations, whereby data is set to
become a truly "collective asset", of which everyone will feel
part and for which they will be accountable at their level, even if
this is just one or two terminals. As we shall see, this is also a
factor in the healthy management of Cloud4 and Big Data
Projects.
At the same time, the GAFAM5 are having to cope with
massive personal data leaks, the Patriot Act allows the
American homeland security agencies to obtain information as
part of investigations into terrorist acts, and the Cloud Act of 23
March 2018 – the political response to the GDPR – enables
fast access to data “for legal investigations” by requesting data
directly from cloud computing providers, rather than through
requests via the Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs).
To date, national – much less European – digital
sovereignty remains a myth, even if the GDPR is a world first in
terms of regulations. However, in its “Schrems 2” decision of 16
July 2020, the Court of Justice of the European Union
invalidated the international “Privacy Shield” agreement –
which would have allowed the transfer of European citizens’
data to the USA. This sent a strong signal of Europe’s
determination to establish its sovereignty.
“Cyber: the never-ending war”
Presented on 5 December 2018 in Paris, the book Cyber: la
guerre permanente (in English: “Cyber: the never-ending war”),
by Jean-Louis Gregorin and Léon Isaac-Dognin, describes the
digital industry as a strategic revolution in the history of
offensive capabilities. “Cyber” is becoming the second means,

Information ops: use, singly or in combination, of electronic warfare (EW), computer network operations (CNO), psychological operations (PSYOP), military deception
(MILDEC), and operations security (OPSEC), to influence, disrupt, corrupt or usurp human or automated decision-making.
2 Big Data is the name given to information resources whose characteristics in terms of volume, speed of transmission and variety require the use of specific analytical
methods and technologies to create value.
3 OS: operating system; IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service; PaaS: Platform as a Service; SaaS: Software as a Service.
4 Cloud or “cloud computing” is access via internet (the cloud) to the computer system resources (servers, storage, networking, software) delivered by a provider.
5 GAFAM, also dubbed the Big Five, is the acronym for the Web giants — Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft — which are the five big American companies
dominating the digital market
1
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The offensive use of cyberspace can occur at different
levels:

• In the “physical and hardware” or even the “logical and
application” layers: cyber espionage, cyber sabotage
(Stuxnet attack on the uranium enrichment centrifuge
machines in Iran), cyber-intimidation (hacking into the control
systems of several American electricity production and
distribution systems, albeit without actual sabotage);

• In the “semantic and cognitive” layers, where cyber-attacks

digitally publish or manipulate information: publishing of
hacked emails concerning Hillary Clinton, espionage, by our
allies of the European Union, of the German chancellor
Angela Merkel or the French Head of State.

Cyberspace is a new theatre of war. It gives a crucial
advantage to attackers who can use economic, asymmetric
and stealth resources. The fact that it is impossible to find the
origin of such attacks begs the question of what could be the
nature of the military response to aggressions of this type.
This book suggests several tangible responses to these
challenges, notably the creation of an international agency for
cyber security, and regulations to govern anonymity on social
networks.
——————————————————————
Against this backdrop, the social and digital working
environment is undergoing a revolution characterised by:
An irreversible process of digital transformation and
physical distancing
The Covid-19 health crisis has accelerated the digital
transformation process in organisations, a process already
underway with the emergence of the Cloud and other mobility
tools. Enforced physical distancing is profoundly and lastingly
changing the way we organise our work.
Remote working (or working from home – WFH),
appreciated by the younger generations, is becoming the norm
as open-plan offices or even office buildings become the
exception. The physical and personal workstation (“Bring Your
Own Devices” or BYOD) is becoming the default tool to access
company computer systems, making the “desktop PC” as
obsolete as the typewriter.
Access via the internet is becoming standard practice
whereas intranets and private networks are seen as
impairments to mobility. With 5G and the Public Cloud, the
internet is becoming an enormous corporate network. Data
circulates in plain text, and can be accessed and manipulated
by all and sundry: governments, hackers, etc. The internet is
becoming a playing field for hackers: confidentiality and
integrity are the new challenges of data sharing.
Given their agility and scalability, the Public Cloud and lowcost SaaS applications are becoming the norm, provided that
exchanged data security is kept under control, as situations
requiring flexibility and mobility are less and less predictable.
Proprietary and dedicated infrastructures will become the
exception.
The new secure collaboration ecosystem needs to offer
more for less, while providing ergonomic design and user-

friendliness: security should not come at the price of more
complicated procedures, since this would immediately frighten
off those with more limited computer skills.
The new organisation of human relations via the internet
increases the range of threats. Data security in this new
ecosystem must increasingly revolve around the “Zero Trust”
principle, with a “micro-perimeter” protection approach. The
GDPR further reinforces this requirement.
Extraterritorial laws threaten the sovereignty of States and
create legal vacuums to be secured by their leaders. Going
ahead, exchanges of sensitive information will have to be
carried out using a “Zero Trust” paradigm on potentially hostile
networks and servers, and on the Public Cloud.
Finally, we may not not know who we will have to work with
in confidence tomorrow, but we must nevertheless be
prepared. Sensitive data exchanges must be increasingly
structured in the same way as resistance networks: all
centralised data management must disappear and groups of
people must be isolated from organisations. In extreme
situations, all contacts should be invisible.
“Zero Trust Security” or trust nobody but yourself
The security model no longer involves exclusively
protecting the perimeter of a high-security network. Since the
threat is both inside and outside the network, and can be found
everywhere on the Public Cloud and amongst IT facility
managers, SMEs need to consider possible alternatives for
exchanging sensitive data from all terminals with internet
access.
This concept has a name: “Zero Trust Security”. Henceforth,
it will be important to keep exposure to third parties such as the
public cloud, administrators with privileges or networks to a
minimum, all the while using their services for their efficiency
and economic benefits.
——————————————————————
Is there an actual desire for digital sovereignty in France
and Europe?
The Health Data Hub (HDH) currently being implemented is
an indication of how little France is determined to achieve
digital sovereignty as things stand today.
The HDH is a one-stop point of access to all health data for
purposes of developing artificial intelligence applied to
healthcare. Date concerns all French citizens and all
computerised systems: hospitals, pharmacies, shared medical
files, and research data stemming from various registers. The
quantities of data hosted will grow exponentially, especially with
the emergence of genomics, imaging, and connected devices.
All data is stored on Microsoft Azure, the cloud platform of the
American giant Microsoft.
This research project of “public interest”, a legally
ambiguous concept, opens the door to our healthcare data and
the financial power it represents to the GAFAM, IA start-ups,
and insurers.
Healthcare privatisation is deemed dangerous by many
stakeholders, notably the Executive Director of Public Hospitals
of Paris, the French National Bars Councils (Conseil national
des barreaux), software editing companies, the French National
Council of the Order of Physicians (Conseil National de l’Ordre
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Unlike the French Ministry of the Interior in 2015 in its fight
against terrorism, Public Hospitals of Paris refused Palantir’s
proposal to take part in the development of “digital tools to
monitor the Covid-19 pandemic”, as this particular company is
subject to the Cloud Act and works for the NSA, FBI, and CIA.
Despite such stances, a decree published on 21 April 2020
– which was the subject of a referral to the French Council of
State pleading infringement of a fundamental freedom – makes
it mandatory for hospitals to increasingly send data to the
Microsoft-HDH, further evidence of a basic contradiction
“between the logic of unconditional care specific to the public
sector and the Hippocratic oath, and efficiency and profitability
requirements denounced by health professionals through
strikes and their reaction to the Covid-19 crisis”.
The Cloud Act, adopted in 2018, enables the American
courts to access data stored in third countries. It goes against
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which is
designed to protect Europe’s citizens. In the event of a political
decision or cyberattack, patients face the risk of breach of
medical confidentiality. What would be the impact of a massive
leak of health data?
At the other end of the European spectrum, there are some
encouraging European initiatives
GAIA-X, a Franco-German project presented in October
2019 at the Digital Summit, sets a European framework for
“data sharing and data circulation committed to European
values”. Gaia-X (its temporary name) is geared towards:

The European Union will invest €600 million from 2021.
GAIA-X will be based on European policies and regulations
such as:

• the above-mentioned GDPR of April 2018, in application
since 25 May 2018;

• the “Electronic IDentification Authentication and trust

Services” (eIDAS) Regulation of July 2014, an EU regulation
for electronic transactions within the European Union,
already implemented in Estonia, on open technologies;

• SWIPO, which aims at facilitating supplier change and data
transfer between IT systems;

• the free flow of data;
• the “European Cybersecurity Act” adopted by the European

Parliament on 12 March 2019 and subsequently by the
Council of the European Union on 7 June, which marks
significant progress for European strategic autonomy with a
dual objective: adoption of the ENISA’s7 permanent mandate
and the definition of a European framework for cybersecurity
certification, which is essential for reinforcing the security of
the European digital single market.

Technically, GAIA-X intends to offer an open and standardcompliant architecture.
The German government presents Gaia-X as “a data
infrastructure in the shape of a network, cradle of a vital
European ecosystem”. Legally, it will have the status of a
“company under Belgian law and will operate as a non-profit
organisation”.

• Laying the technical and economic foundations of a
sovereign infrastructure;

• Creating a common ecosystem of users and providers from

public administration, the healthcare system, companies and
scientific institutions;

• Establishing supporting framework conditions and structures.
The project targets a digital economy for all, widespread
adoption by SMEs, added value for individuals, States, trade
unions and the economy, oversight of data and services thanks
to technological independence, and self-determination in data
sharing in an open, fair, diversified and democratic way.
The Franco-German stance was published on 18 February
2020 in a paper gathering common positions as follows: “We,
industry representatives of cloud services providers (CSP), and
consumers (CSC), from France and Germany, and their
respective governments, support GAIA-X in its aim to facilitate
the creation of European data and ecosystems based on AI
(artificial intelligence) to guarantee data sovereignty and
ensure that value creation remains with individual stakeholders.
We agree that these ecosystems – in compliance with the
European Data Space promoted by the European Commission
– will initially focus on a number of sectors, especially mobility,
finance, healthcare, housing, environment-climate-agriculture,
public services, industry 4.0 and other. [...] Other European
Member States will be invited to join our efforts, paving the way
for setting better practices globally.”

6
7

Admittedly, some analysts and influencers in the Cloud
sector, who may be the mouthpieces of the GAFAM in France,
consider that the Public Cloud war is behind us. For instance,
Louis Naugès states in his highly apposite article that: “As the
chart above illustrates vividly, each of these three Public Cloud
industry players invests between 10 and 20 billion dollars per
year in their infrastructures. Alea iacta est: all the other major
historical providers, IBM, HP, Oracle, Dell, have definitely lost
the battle for cloud infrastructures.”

ANSSI: National Agency for the Security of Information Systems www.ssi.gouv.fr
ENISA (European Network and Information Security Agency): The European agency in charge of network and information security www.enisa.europa.eu
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alternatives already existed on the other side of the Atlantic?
Why did we engage in a civil nuclear programme?

More strategically, ANSSI and ENISA are currently
developing the priority cyber workstreams of the “Horizon
Europe” programme which follows on from the “Horizon H2020”
programme. As part of the “Security” programme, cybersecurity
will be attributed €1.7 billion during the 2021-2027 period. The
current lines of thrust are: resilience of connected
infrastructures, hardware, software and supply chain security;
disruptive technologies (post-quantum crypto transition and
Artificial Intelligence); assessment of dynamic cybersecurity for
product certification and, finally, protection of privacy by means
of ergonomic tools enabling progression to the next level. The
first calls for tender are planned for March 2021.
Finally, ENISA has already progressed on the European
“Common Criteria” certification schemes for cyber products,
and is starting work on those for cloud computing.
In September 2020, European Commissioner Thierry
Breton announced the ambitions of the European Commission:
“‘Digital decade’ is our label... a minimum of 20% of the funds
must be allocated to the digital transition and must establish
what Mrs. Merkel – who has taken over the rotating presidency
of the Union – has described as ‘Europe’s digital sovereignty’”.
——————————————————————
The matter of a European and national political
determination
Has the battle over the Public Cloud and our sensitive and
sovereign data truly been lost?
History sheds some light on the matter: if not out of a wish
for sovereignty, why in the 1960s did we engage in the now
successful space and aeronautics industry cooperative
ventures such as Airbus or Ariane, when commercial

Why did communist China, still in its “Cultural Revolution” in
the 1970s, embark in the 1990s on a recovery programme that
has made it one of the world’s leading economic powers today?
Political determination is the name of the game! When the
European countries, starting with France, understand that their
citizens’ sensitive data represents a Strategic Asset with real
political value and not just a commercial commodity, they will
finally go about acquiring the means needed to control this
data, however much this may cost.
In addition to the matter of industrial policy on data, it will be
necessary, in the spirit of the GDPR, to strictly regulate and
toughen the sanctions applicable in the event of leaks of
sensitive personal data to a non-European Cloud.
Counterfeiting currency is a crime against the state and is
punishable by imprisonment. Likewise, the commercial
exploitation of personal, sensitive and sovereign data should, in
future, be criminalised.
Over and above speeches and martial manifestos, what are
measurable actions can France possibly take? Repeating the
managerial mistakes of its steel industry in the 1970s, France
still seems able to find €10 billion – non-refundable and without
any compensation for environmental damage – to support the
aeronautics industry and €4 billion for the car industry, even
though these industries have no future given the looming major
climate and environmental crisis. Yet, at the same time, it is
quite happy to bow to the GAFAM over its citizens’ sensitive
and personal data.
Does Europe really have a true political desire for
sovereignty? The GAIA-X project is far too timid a start. Will
Europe invest the €20 billion a year necessary to build the
trustworthy European Cloud that is of such strategic importance
for our future?
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In the 1830s, the great reformer István Széchenyi
encouraged his compatriots to think beyond their "Eastern"
mentality and to turn resolutely West. At the end of the century,
partisans of westernisation and modernisation were
idealistically opposed to those in favour of a narrow rural
Christian identity, mistrustful of the charms of the
"cosmopolitan" world. During the interwar period, under the
Horthy regime, Turanism developed. This combined modernity
with references to the Magyar homelands. In the geopolitical
conception of fascist leader Ferenc Szálasi, the Magyars were
destined to have an eastern orientation: while the Germans
would inevitably dominate Western Europe, the Magyars would
hold sway over Eastern Europe and the Japanese over Asia.
The desire to remain neutral may have stemmed from this
central position. However, neutrality was probably little more
than an illusion between 1939 and 1941, since the country
rapidly capitulated in the face of Hitler, and was a complete
illusion in 1956 when Imre Nagy attempted to pull out of the
Warsaw Pact. Plans for a federation (first of the Habsburg
Empire, then of Central Europe in the interwar period and a
fortiori after 1945) represented failures that could only be
overcome by becoming part of Europe, which had the added
advantage of allowing the accession of Slovakia and Romania,
both countries home to large Hungarian minorities.
Use of the term “return” to Europe in relation to Hungary
and other central European countries is indicative of the extent
of the divisions created by the Iron Curtain, which have still not
completely healed. Yet, since the 1980s dissident intellectuals
in the region had been vocal in their desire for a form of
integration distinct from the over-reaching “Eastern Europe”
label given to the blocs. For this, stereotypes and historical
enmities had to be overcome. Apart from a few cases of
nostalgia for the Austro-Hungarian Empire only understandable
to those in the region and ascribable to the trauma caused by
two totalitarian regimes, most intellectuals were categorically
opposed to the idea of a “return” to the Habsburgs. This was
certainly proof of their common sense and at all events, a
solution never really seriously considered. But there were those
8
9

who were frightened of Central European reconstruction,
especially left wingers, because it reminded them of the days of
the monarchy, their fears at times fuelled by Otto von
Habsburg’s declarations. Many intellectuals were also unhappy
about the vogue at the time for fin-de-siècle Vienna among
Western Europeans. However, the many forums that sprang up
during that period afforded Central Europeans, who were
conscious of belonging to a Europe somewhere in the “middle”,
the possibility of engaging in interesting and useful debate.
According to György Konrad, who took part in most of these
discussions to the extent of becoming a symbol for the Central
Europe rediscovery movement: “Why should we look after each
other? Because we are small neighbouring countries. The
better we get along, the more we can have confidence in
ourselves. Middle Europe is where you find "Mitteleuropeans".
How many are they? They are clearly not the majority among
us. Belonging to Middle Europe makes you part of a minority.
This is true of all "Mitteleuropeans" across the world, who
instinctively feel such a familiarity with each other that they
could be forgiven for thinking that they originated from the
same town.”9 This consciousness of being a minority has its
roots in a complex specific to people in the region, a default
setting in the face of potential invaders. There are those who
think as a result that, in reality, Central Europe does not exist,
its future being decided by others who switch it back and forth
between West and East, when it is not just an instrument in the
hands of the major powers. This view takes its most extreme
form in some of Viktor Orbán's pronouncements against the
European Union, which he accuses of undermining Hungarian
sovereignty.
In the lead-up to accession in 2004, the stages in the
process were presented – by both the European Union and by
Hungary - as a way of achieving this “return” to Europe, at
times full of challenges considered humiliating by some.
Adoption of the EU “acquis communautaire” revived in
Hungary, and the rest of the region, the debate about how far
their societies and economies lagged behind those in the West,
the inevitable yardstick against which they were measured.
Most Westerners are incapable of understanding the resulting
sense of wounded pride and inferiority, which explains the
current ill feeling towards the Visegrád Group countries and
Austria. The superiority complexes they encounter derive from
the enviable position of the victors (of World War II and the
Cold War), all of which only serves to remind Hungarians of the
1918 debacle. The victimisation rhetoric is constantly refuelled,
enabling the decision-makers to avoid being challenged or
having to admit their own failings. The centenary of the Treaty
of Trianon was yet another opportunity to instrumentalise the
collective memory and rewrite history. Glorification of Hungary’s
royal past vis-à-vis the general public – most of whom have
little or no interest in the subject whatever government
propaganda and the Western media may claim – interferes with
historians’ efforts to broadcast their work and further fires the
martyr mentality.

Kundera, Milan, « Un Occident kidnappé » (The West kidnapped), Le Débat No. 27, November 1983, p. 3-22.
Konrad, György, « L’Europe du milieu patrie intérieure » (Middle Europe, an inner homeland), Cadmos, X/39, autumn 1987, p. 31
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borders, turning the Sahel region into the perfect place for
criminal activities such as trafficking of arms, people and drugs
to flourish, in addition to violent groups of a tribal or ethnic
nature often disguising their positions by using the arguments
of religious fundamentalism.
The common characteristics of the region's territories stem
from a combination of causes and consequences such as the
scarcity of water and agricultural resources; poor soil; tribal,
ethnic and religious tensions; lack of investment in basic
infrastructure; and failures on the part of the State. Many suffer
from economic dependence on neighbouring countries; illegal
activities; population displacements; weak political and
institutional structures; and illegal trafficking routes towards
Europe. All these problems, which are both chronic and
cumulative, have made the Sahel States both fragmented and
unviable.
What happens in countries like Mali or Niger has direct
repercussions in the waters of the Mediterranean. Instability in
the Sahel translates into increased risks and threats within the
region, and ultimately threats to Europe.
The Sahel region is a “perfect storm” of crises all occurring
more or less at the same time in a single geographical area
often called a “polygon of crisis”. Five different types of
challenge are described here: political; demographic; food and
climate; economic and security.
THE POLITICAL CHALLENGE
He has published articles on the international analysis of
security, politics, defence and geopolitics in various media in
the Hispanic world. His area of interest is the security and
defence policies of the European Union and its immediate
vicinity.
Twitter at @ValerPortillo.

Most of the Sahel countries achieved their independence
from France in the 1960s. All these countries are, therefore,
young States, at least in their idea of the Nation-State, which
means that they still have unstable political systems that are
lacking in maturity. It has not helped that, for decades, this
instability has culminated in coups. The situation has been
further aggravated by the fact that State structures, apart from
being relatively recent, are fragile and lack resources of all
kinds to face the problems occurring in their tremendously large
territories.
Mali and Niger, two of the largest and most troubled Sahel
countries, are unable to stabilise or control large parts of their
territory for want of the necessary military and police resources
to exert control via the visible presence of the State. They have
also failed to establish the rule of law and to control their
multiple porous borders.

Historically, the Sahel has always formed a cultural and
religious border between the Arab-Islamic world of North Africa
and the many peoples of so-called Black Africa.
Essentially there are two large groups, either nomadic or
sedentary, all of them competing for a series of scarce
resources, especially water and what little fertile land there is to
be found. These cultural, ethnic, and resource divergences
have been a continued source of conflict and tension between
communities and have led to chronic political and economic
instability in the region.
This instability continues today, with some States barely
being able to control their territories as a whole, let alone their

The lack of State authority over these vast tracts of land
makes them into the ideal breeding ground for the proliferation
of criminal activities, such as arms and human trafficking, but
they also represent an empty space where jihadist ideologies
easily find a sympathetic ear. To this toxic mix must be added
the strong presence of other armed groups such as ethnic and
tribal militias, criminal gangs dedicated to the trafficking of
arms, drugs and people, smugglers and the aforementioned
religious fundamentalists.
These countries have north-south divisions with capitals
very clearly centred in the south facing a periphery that suffers
from neglect and from lack of investment and attention from the
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capital. The case of Mali is a good example of how a
centralised State nucleus in the south has had corrosive effects
on the marginalised north. This has led to distrust of the
Tuareg ethnic groups in the north, which in turn has resulted in
continuous rebellions and uprisings against the authority of
Bamako since the first days of independence.

English version

April 2021

Production of the already scarce agricultural resources in
rural parts of the inland areas of these countries has been
progressively decreasing with the advance of desertification
caused by climate change. For example, the historic Malian city
of Timbuktu, formerly considered the gateway to the desert but
surrounded by fertile lands, is now engulfed by the sands of the
Sahara that are moving south. This desertification directly
affects the precarious agricultural subsistence economies,
forcing many people to leave the rural environment and to
emigrate either to the cities or north to Europe, increasing the
number of irregular immigrants.
Over the past five decades, persistent droughts have
contributed to recurring famines. The humanitarian crisis that
the Sahel is currently experiencing has its origin in the food
crisis that began in 2010. The situation worsened in 2012 when
more than 12 million people’s lives were in danger as a result
of major food shortages in the region. This extreme situation
has especially affected the younger generations in a society
with a generally low average age. It means that millions of
people live in a permanent state of food insecurity.

THE DEMOGRAPHIC CHALLENGE
In the Sahel, not only are the States young, so too are their
populations. The Sahel's birth rate is one of the highest in the
world, especially when compared to Europe. The cases of Mali
and Niger are particularly striking. The average number of
births for each woman is 5.8 in Mali and 6.9 in Niger. To
contextualise this, in Austria and Spain the figures are 1.47 and
1.26 respectively. Along with these high birth rates, these
countries have one of the lowest life expectancies in the world:
58 years for Mali and 62 years for Niger.
In general, the countries of the Sahel fringe are
characterised by population pyramids with a very wide base, so
that the vast majority of the population is less than 30 years old
(Mali 70%).
The result is a complex demographic scenario, increasing
trends towards urbanisation, with large percentages of the
population living in the capitals and leaving the rural areas.
These internal population movements aggravate the situation
in the rural areas, which are disadvantaged compared to the
cities in terms of distribution of public funds for infrastructure
development (roads, hospitals, schools, etc.)
Rapid population growth in these countries is synonymous
with competition for scarce available resources. A very young,
not very literate, urbanised population, with few and poor
employment opportunities, fuels the clashes between
communities, especially in rural areas, even more so when
these tensions are spurred on by religious fundamentalists who
exploit these situations to spread their message of hatred.
THE FOOD AND CLIMATE CHALLENGE
For obvious reasons, these two challenges are closely
linked. In the Sahel countries there are two well differentiated
climatic zones: A fertile south and an arid north and a centre
with subsistence agriculture. The year is marked by real
seasons, a rainy season during the summer and a dry season
lasting almost 10 months of the year.

According to the UN Environment Programme (UNEP)
“Over the last half century, the combined effects of population
growth, land degradation (deforestation, continuous cropping
and overgrazing), reduced and erratic rainfall, lack of coherent
environmental policies and misplaced development priorities,
have contributed to transform a large proportion of the Sahel
into barren land, resulting in the deterioration of the soil and
water resources.”
It is certain that desertification will continue, driving more
and more people to cities where employment is scarce,
something that will lead to frustration and social discontent,
which may ultimately create the perfect environment for the
jihadists to make inroads among the unemployed youth.
Knowing these likely future consequences, it is essential to
develop employment policies that serve the population most
exposed to the effects of climate change.
THE ECONOMIC CHALLENGE
Sahel countries, although poor or with serious social and
economic problems, possess enormous wealth in strategic raw
materials such as gold, uranium, iron, phosphates and possibly
oil. However, exploiting and exporting these mineral reserves
and resources is a difficult task and beyond the capabilities of
the States themselves. They therefore call in foreign
companies (French, Russian, Chinese, etc.) to handle this in
their stead.
The vast majority of the workforce in the Sahel countries is
engaged in agriculture. In some countries like Mali, its
contribution to GDP is around 40%. Yet agriculture is not only
important in macroeconomic terms, in view of its central role in
ensuring the food security of millions of people for whom it is
the only means of subsistence. However, agricultural activity in
the Sahel remains underdeveloped and precarious (especially
in the absence of mechanisation) due to an almost total
dependence on the three to four months of rain per year.
The different cycles of successive droughts in the 1970s
and 1980s caused massive losses in agricultural and livestock
production, as well as loss of human lives from hunger,
malnutrition and related diseases, resulting in massive
displacement of peoples and shattered economies.
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The boundaries of the Sahel countries between the
nomadic / livestock north and the agricultural / sedentary south
generate tensions over access to natural resources, especially
grazing land and water. Climate change and the general
decrease in the proportion of cultivated land will only worsen
these tensions. Similarly, tensions surface when mining areas
replace grazing lands.
The Sahel countries are among the poorest in the world,
especially Mali and Niger. The enormous dependence of GDP
on agricultural activities means that their exposure to the
negative impact of climate change is high. Its effects are likely
to take the form of an increase in desertification and a fall in the
number of areas with access to water and cultivated fields. This
will have the knock-on effect of creating clashes between
farming and herding and pastoral communities, as well as
poorer harvests and the associated famines.
As for the informal economy, the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) estimates that 60-70%
of the region's economy takes place outside the official legal
frameworks. Factors such as drought, poor harvests,
desertification and the failure of the State have led many local
farmers and herders to conduct illicit business simply to make a
living. According to the United Nations (UN) Economic
Commission for Africa, the annual revenue from illegal
smuggling into the Sahel amounts to €50 billion.
To support economic development, the EU has launched
various programmes and together with the UN and the World
Bank, has pledged an additional €1.3 billion to support the
Priority Investment Plan, a regional investment initiative of the
G5 Sahel countries. The Plan is aimed at developing more than
40 infrastructure projects. The EU’s economic support is also
reflected in actions connected with displaced peoples and host
communities. Humanitarian aid is focused on people affected
by conflict and insecurity, providing them with shelter,
emergency food aid, access to medical care and clean water,
treatment for malnourished children.
THE SECURITY CHALLENGE
Characteristically, the Sahel region is well known for its
instability, especially in the northern areas bordering the
Sahara. Culturally, tribes in the region have long been nomadic
and are well versed in the practice of smuggling goods, an
activity that over the years has been extended to the drug,
weapon and people trafficking so familiar today.
In addition to this, the region has been prone to tribal
revolts and uprisings against the central power, such as the
Tuareg revolts in Mali on up to three occasions since the
country gained independence from France. The most recent of
these rebellions occurred in 2012 with the already welldocumented alliance of interests with jihadist groups and the
seizure of large tracts of land, including the historic city of
Timbuktu.
In recent years there has been a significant increase in the
presence of armed jihadist groups in the Sahel, especially after
the defeat of Daesh in other global theatres of jihadism and
also with the fall of the Gaddafi regime in Libya. The latter
resulted in large quantities of weapons and mercenaries

leaving Libya and moving towards the Sahel, which is a major
potential destabilising factor. Since then, the Sahel has proved
to be the perfect place for the jihadist movement to spread and
develop under favourable conditions such as the absence of a
state presence, discontent and underdevelopment, social and
economic crisis, together with widespread illicit economic
activities.
But in addition, in Mali, jihadist groups have taken
advantage of and encouraged tribal and ethnic clashes in their
favour, moving closer to the predominant Tuareg groups to
pursue common economic goals and obtain territorial
dominance, something already achieved in 2012 in Azawad.
That attempt to establish an independent state in the Sahel
based on Islamic law (Sharia) as a reference, elicited an
immediate response from the international community, led by
France which rolled out Operation Serval following a request
for help from the Bamako government. Had they not acted to
stop the advance, all of Mali would have fallen under jihadist
rule, with unimaginable consequences for the region.
Operation Serval, in 2014, was expanded in objectives and
geographical scope under Operation Barkhane, and, since
2020, Operation Takuba, a European military working group
that aims to advise, assist and accompany the Armed Forces of
Mali in Gao province in the east of the country. The eastern
provinces of Mali, near the borders with both Burkina Faso and
Niger, are today the most active in terms of jihadist presence
towards the south.
Despite these efforts, which forced the Tuareg and jihadist
groups back into the desert, the Sahel remains a sanctuary for
the most radical elements of global jihadism following their
expulsion from Syria and Iraq. These groups are comfortable,
supported and protected in areas where the rule of law and the
State have no presence. For this reason, it is essential to tackle
the problem and for the international community to support
regional governments in achieving political stability, provide
economic support, humanitarian assistance and Security
Sector Reform (SSR), under the leadership of the EU.
The active role of the EU in the region is reflected through
the three relevant missions of the Common Security and
Defence Policy (CSDP). The missions are EUCAP Sahel Niger
(focused on training and advising the security forces in Niger in
the fight against terrorism and organised crime); EUCAP Sahel
Mali (training and advising the Malian security forces to ensure
democratic order); and the EUTM-Mali mission (training and
support mission for Malian army personnel).
This special focus on Mali may be ascribed to the fact that it
is there that the new battlefield against global jihadism is
located. Mali has many shortcomings in terms of security, like
the Sahel countries in general (Chad is a separate case), a
situation exacerbated by the large area of land occupied and
the few and poorly equipped forces available to exert control.
Mali has just over 4,000 military personnel and Niger 5,500,
insufficient figures for territories that are 15 times larger than
Austria and 2.5 times larger than Spain. Their Armed and
Police Forces have little technical training and low and unstable
motivation, which, added to the shortage and precariousness of
resources, makes extending state authority to those areas a
complicated task.
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The European Union must continue to play a leading role,
especially in all matters related to SSR in order to strengthen
the military and police capabilities that make it possible for
countries like Mali to confront the jihadist threat on their own
and with some guarantee of success.

For the Sahel countries to equip themselves with Armed
and Security Forces that provide guarantees and security
against the challenge posed by the multiple threats in their
territories, the role of the European Union is fundamental. In
2011, in the Security and Development Strategy for the Sahel,
a series of action priorities were identified, fundamentally
focused on the development of security; promotion of the rule
of law; improvements in governance; support for the conflict
resolution process and radicalisation prevention plans.
Since then, the European Union has appointed a Sahel
Special Representative, a position held by the Spaniard Ángel
Losada since 2015. The main mission of this person is to
represent the European Union politically and to coordinate the
agenda with regional governments, managing the
implementation of plans to restore and establish peace,
stability, security and development in the Sahel and in Mali, in
particular.
CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that much work remains to be done, not only in
Mali but throughout the Sahel region. The Sahel is probably
heading for years of political disintegration, underdevelopment
and social conflicts of various natures, creating serious threats
with the potential to project well beyond the area to the entire
region but also to the Mediterranean and Europe.
All the challenges mentioned above, especially that of
security and its potential impact on the stability of North Africa
and its repercussions in Europe, make it more than ever
necessary to deploy proactive policies consisting of a
combination of measures in fundamental areas such as
cooperation over security, politics, economic development and
social stability.
Despite the commitment displayed so far, with the
European Union and the United Nations at the helm, it is still
not possible to talk about peace. Local governments are still
unable to enforce the rule of law throughout their territory;
levels of corruption are high; poverty and underdevelopment
are widespread and the jihadist discourse continues to gain
traction. This very complex, ethnically, culturally and historically
unstable region has for years become a new sanctuary for
global jihadism, making the Sahel one of the most dangerous
regions on the planet today.

In words of Ángel Losada, Special Representative of the
European Union for the Sahel, "we must be optimistic about the
future of the region and place the issue of the Sahel among the
priorities of the international agenda". We must not lose sight of
the variety of challenges and multidimensional threats that exist
today and will continue to exist in the immediate future in the
region.
The lines of action established by the European Union must
be followed via a comprehensive vision that focuses on the
promotion of governability; the development of social dialogue
and conflict resolution; sustainable economies with a future;
social development especially among the younger generations
and enhancement of security and rule of law capabilities.
However, all these lines of action should not be tackled
exclusively by the EU civilian and military personnel who work
there but must have the active and committed participation of
the regional and local administrations.
To quote Federica Mogherini, former High Representative
of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy: “The
stability and the development of the Sahel region are crucial,
not only for Africa but also for Europe. We are neighbours, and
whatever happens on one of our continents has a knock-on
effect on the other. We need to unite our forces to tackle
terrorism and all forms of trafficking, including human
trafficking, and to improve the management of our borders.”
While, throughout this article, the multiple challenges and
threats facing the Sahel have been highlighted, it is only fair to
add that the Sahel is also full of opportunities of all kinds,
economic, social, development and cooperation. These
opportunities will expand and they can be harnessed to the
benefit of all stakeholders if plans are well executed and
threats abated before it is too late.
Facing the demographic challenge in the Sahel is essential
since it represents a multiplier of conflicts that exacerbate
poverty in the short and medium term, something that will
ultimately push large masses of the population to emigrate to
neighbouring countries or Europe, a destabilising factor for
countries that are ill prepared. Fruitful north-south collaboration
should help ensure that populations stay in their places of
origin, which would be a highly desirable outcome.
The perception among global jihadism that the region is a
kind of golden destiny in which to rebuild, reorganise and return
to the armed struggle with renewed force must be eradicated.
The future of Sahel may be defined in a single sentence
pronounced by former UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan:
"There is no development without security, and no security
without development."

It is precisely for this reason and because of the impact that
this can have at all levels that something must be done to
stamp out the instability in which the Sahel, especially Mali, is
plunged. International action must focus on strengthening state
capacities in matters of security so that they can extend their
authority over the entire territory.
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Any analysis of military – strategic policy would quickly
conclude that what is under way in Russia now meets at least
three principal aims: Homeland defence; securing currently
exploited and potentially emerging economic opportunities; and
dominating the space for possible three-ocean power
projection against its two main rivals.
So this article outlines the context and some technological
developments which will give it advanced capabilities to do so:
“military icebreakers”, air and missile defence; aviation;
precision missiles; and infantry fighting vehicles. In a race in a
fast-changing environment, Russia is certainly first out of the
starting blocks.
Strategically the Arctic Ocean is the Silk Road for the 21st
century. Given the country’s historic preoccupation with ice-free
routes, it is extremely aware of what it means to be astride –
and in control of - the emerging shortcut through the Arctic
Ocean’s Northern Sea route, joining the North Atlantic and
onwards towards the Baltic Sea, the home of the Russian Baltic
Fleet to the west; and to Asia and Vladivostok, the home of its
Pacific Fleet, in the east. The Northern Fleet became Russia’s
5th Military District on 1 January 2021.

Instead of sailing the Northern Sea Route in splendour last
November, she was back in her home port of Murmansk for
more repairs. Like much in modern Russia, she has overpromised, under-delivered, and finding out what really
happened is obscured by an anxious State.
But Project 22220 is an important exemplar of unique
Russian capabilities, which have been world-leading in their
time, such as the AK47 rifle and the T34 tank. It is a clear
statement of their investment in both defending their own Arctic
interests and in positioning themselves to benefit from the
consequences and opportunities of climate change. These
consequences have also changed the economic and security
perspectives of all potential players. Military build-up, exercises
and activities have increased. Russia has announced
Zapad-2021 will take place this September. Zapad-2017 was
an umbrella term which included substantial naval and other
assets in the Arctic.
Military power projection is already serious, as further
evidenced by the landing of a US B-1 bomber north of the
Arctic Circle, at Bodo in Northern Norway, in early March 2021.
White, windswept and icy it may be, but the Arctic can no
longer be considered in isolation.
Despite its impoverishment, with an economy with a size
between those of Italy and Spain, Russia is seeking to
simultaneously collaborate in civilian and security domains,
modernise its defence forces, and secure its large territory from
potential threats.

THE PROTECTIVE DOME
In 2015 it was reported that Russia had plans to build 13
aerodromes and six cantonments along a 20,000 km coastline
in the Arctic. The string of new and refurbished bases was
described by then Northern Fleet commander Admiral Nikolay
Yevmenov as a “protective dome”, which sums up the Russian
approach now being implemented. (This is described more fully
in ZASHCHITNYY KUPOL - A 3-OCEAN “PROTECTIVE
DOME” – Russian military bases in the Arctic, published at
www.defenceviewpoints.co.uk)
Many of the installations with radar detachments, missile
defences and 2,500-metre runways described therein can
receive Russian fighter aircraft, some being built on permafrost.
During the Cold War, forward deployment and staging of
strategic bombers, even in winter, was often practiced. This
experience will not have been forgotten.
The radars improve domain awareness in Arctic airspace,
and many bases are already equipped with modern
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sophisticated weaponry including the modernised 4K51
Rubezh coastal and ship-based missile systems (NATO
reporting name – NRN – Styx) and the Pantsir-S1 medium
altitude anti-aircraft weapon systems (NRN Greyhound, an
example of which was captured in Libya in mid-2020). An
Arcticised Pantsir-SA started to enter service in 2019.

English version

April 2021

- Ability to overcome various types of ice up to two metres
thick;

- New technological solutions, including spaces for helicopters
-

and “special munitions as well as weaponry”, assumed to be
modular.
The latest in radio-electronic equipment, which will secure
steady navigation under even the most challenging
geographic and climactic conditions.

Another step in this progression was on 25 October 2019,
when the Ivan Papanin (Project 23550) military icebreaker/
patrol ship was officially launched. According to Russian
sources, the two icebreakers under construction for the
Russian Navy at the Admiralty Shipyard in St Petersburg are
diesel-powered, can penetrate 1.5-metre thick ice, and are to
be equipped with a helicopter; 2 small boats; a naval gun; 8
Kalibr 3M-54 anti-ship missiles; and radio-electronic defence.
Trials are under way with modular weapons for different
missions, including the Poliment-Redut ship-borne anti-aircraft
weapons system. This includes the 9M69 with a 1,200 km
range and the 9M100 for short-range against aircraft, missiles
and drones. They can be “quad packed” with 4 types in a single
silo cell. Commissioning is now expected in 2023 and 2024.
The Purga (“Blizzard”), of slightly modified design, is under
construction for the FSB Border Service at the Vyborg Yard for
commissioning in 2024, and a further one is planned.
made by Edouardo del Principe from the ED Outreach group

A U N I Q U E C A PA B I L I T Y - D U A L - U S E M I L I TA RY
ICEBREAKERS
For many years, Russia has owned more icebreakers than
a multiple of the rest of the world combined. The idea of using
dual-use “military icebreakers” to secure Russian strategic
dominance in the Arctic region has been seen before in
Moscow’s military-strategic calculations. But the scale and
speed of current investment in greater capabilities is very
significant.
As well as Project 22220 (conventionally-roled commercial
and military route clearance Arktika and her four sisters),
Russia is moving forward on its 3-strong Project 10510 Liderclass (“Leader”). Steel for Rossiya, was cut on 6 July 2020 at
the refurbished Zvezda shipyard north of Vladivostock. This is
the first of these massive 69,700 tonne, 120 MW, nuclearpowered icebreakers (under contract by the Rosatom
Corporation and due for completion in 2027).
According to Russian sources, icebreakers of this type
“should raise transportation capabilities [in the Arctic] to a
qualitatively new level.” Moreover, this type of icebreaker
(primarily intended for transporting hydrocarbons) will facilitate
the navigation of both civilian and military vessels.
This will be possible by virtue of technical characteristics,
which include (according to Topwar.ru, January 29):

- Ye a r - r o u n d o p e r a t i o n a l c a p a b i l i t i e s ( “ p r a c t i c a l l y
unconstrained length of sea voyages” and the ability to
operate for up to eight months with 130 people on board);

This icebreaker class could be equipped with the 3M22
Tsirkon (Zirkon) scramjet anti-ship and land-attack hypersonic
(Mach 9) cruise missile, with a reported striking distance of up
to 1,000 kilometres. It was test-launched by the Northern Fleet
Project 22350 frigate Admiral Gorshkov in 2019, and is
believed to be capable of taking a nuclear warhead as an
alternative to a conventional one.
The latter prospect is a little way off as the missile is still
undergoing tests and will not become fully operable for at least
“a couple of years” (Sputnik Radio, 21 January 2020). But by
introducing the Ivan Papanin class, Russia has demonstrated
its ability to produce adaptable vessels combining civilian and
military functions—a capability Western naval forces currently
do not have, and which they would find to be constitutionally
difficult.
NEW AIR AND LAND CAPABILITIES
On 28 February 2020, Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu
announced that, by the end of the year, the Northern Fleet “will
receive more than 180 pieces of military equipment specifically
tailored for the harsh conditions of the Arctic region,” which will
include, among others, “the K-549 Knyaz Vladimir, a Boreiclass nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine, and
the Admiral Flota Kasatonov frigate” as well as “four capital
ships, submarines and motor ships” New capabilities being
deployed or under development include:

• Air and Missile Defence
Moscow announced it would be deploying two ResonanceN radar complexes to the Kola Peninsula by the end of 2020.
Resonance-N is able to detect over the horizon ballistic
missiles, cruise missiles, hypersonic targets and stealth aircraft.
According to one source, it “will allow Russia to increase the
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military potential of the Northern Fleet and secure uninterrupted
monitoring of the most missile-dangerous directions controlled
by the fleet”.
Russian military expert and commentator Igor Korotchenko
said: “We have created […] the TOR-M2DT (NRN Gauntlet),
which is specifically designed for Arctic conditions. It is capable
of targeting almost all flying objects”. This navalised Gauntlet is
said to be the first air defence system in the world designed
from the start to shoot down precision-guided weapons day
and night, in bad weather and jamming situations.

English version

April 2021

mentioned a year ago a new-generation Russian tracked IFV,
the Rytsar (“Arctic Knight”), based on the T-15 chassis and
specifically designed for operations in the High North. Some
Russian sources have claimed that it will soon become “the
main ground-based means of military operations in the Arctic” –
especially in the hands of the crack 61st Naval Infantry
Brigade, which has served in the Donbass and Syria – starting
by replacing or supplementing the Toros Arctic-adapted MT-LB
tracked armoured vehicle. Not much is currently known about
specifications or quantities planned.

• Aviation

CONCLUSION

Russian sources refer to the upgraded Tupolev Tu-160
(NRN Blackjack supersonic strategic bomber), being deployed
to Alexandra Land. It can carry Kh-101/Kh-102 air-launched
cruise missiles, with either conventional or nuclear payloads. If
these missiles are used, they “will make it impossible [for the
United States] to ward off a potential strike against their Thule
Air Base in Greenland,” military commentator Aleksandr Frolov
has argued. Kh-101/Kh-102 can also be launched from
Tupolev Tu-95 (NRN Bear) long range turbo prop bombers,
which have resumed patrols over the Atlantic, and Su-34 (NRN
Fullback all weather strike fighter).

The Centre for Strategic and International Studies provides
a pithy summation: ‘Russia’s renewed military presence in the
Arctic [and with equipment like this – our addition] secures its
territory and guarantees its freedom of operation. This increase
in investment and capacity also restricts the movement and
access of NATO and potentially China through interdiction
capabilities in both the maritime and air domains. Most
critically, Russia is signalling the military capability to potentially
project power over the Arctic “avenues of approach” to the
United States [and China] and shape the future of this
increasingly vital and contentious region.’

• Precision missiles
The Kh-47M2 Kinzhal (“dagger”) nuclear-capable airlaunched ballistic missile was first deployed to airbases in
Russia’s Southern Military District in 2017. In mid-November
2019, according to one source close to the Ministry of Defence,
a MiG-31K (NRN Foxhound) fired the missile for the first time in
the Arctic. The MiG reportedly destroyed a land-based target
with the Kh-47M2 missile, which travelled at a speed of Mach
10 and a reported accuracy of 1 metre.

By Robin Ashby
Rapporteur for the EuroDefense Arctic Observatory
With thanks to and additional material from :
Vice Admiral Lutz Feldt (retired, EuroDefense-Deutschland),
Dr Sergei Sukhankin (Fellow of the Jamestown Foundation)
and Dr Mike Mihajlovic

• Infantry fighting vehicles (IFV)
Russian Deputy Minister of Defence Aleksey Krivoruchko
says that these are one of the main priorities for the Russian
Armed Forces in general and the Arctic region in particular. He

A new EURODEFENSE website ? YES !
(see next page)
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In January 2021, the fifteen chapters of the EURODEFENSE network agreed to launch a new website. It aims at informing
public opinion on the network's ambitions and activities in the fields of European Security and Defense.
This bilingual French-English website is also intended to enhance communication between national chapters by gathering all
information in one place. A section covers past and upcoming activities, and another section is dedicated to various publications,
from opinion statements to European working group and observatory reports.
The website is part of a larger communication strategy comprising social media and an upcoming newsletter to which visitors
will be able to subscribe from its homepage. The website will be fed regularly, and its contents will also be updated to allow
anybody interested to contact a national chapter.

Please come and visit us at: www.eurodefense.eu
EURODEFENSE network – 15 March 2021

that all the national associations supply their basic input
data. The amount of work involved is substantial, largely
because of the need to translate material into French.
- An initial specimen electronic network newsletter shortly
to be proposed to the Council of Presidents.
- A strategy has been established with regard to the use of
social media, mainly in connection with Twitter and
Linkedin. The idea is to link the network’s account with
those of the different associations. For this strategy to
come into force, work on the website will first have to be
completed.
- Plans for a videoconference on EWG 27
(recommendations for European defence) are progressing
well. If all goes as scheduled, the event could even take
place on 6 May in the early evening.
- The Summer School for younger members is still
scheduled for 2022 in Italy.

By General (retired) P. Mompeyssin, Secretary General

• The next international meetings of the EURODEFENSE

•

By Christelle Calmels, from the ED Outreach group

network (members only) will take place in Lisbon from 16
to 18 June 2021 and not in Porto as originally scheduled
for reasons connected with the Covid-19 pandemic.
Meetings should normally be physical gatherings and
coincide with the Portuguese presidency of the EU (first half
of 2021).
The multinational multidisciplinary group for European
Eurodéfense outreach, essentially made up of the
association’s younger members, is busily pursuing its
activities, notably in the following five areas:
- The new network website, work on which is progressing
rapidly and should rapidly be placed in operation, provided
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